Asset Tracking

Knowing what components or containers you have — and where they are — is a fundamental necessity in every factory. The Asset Tracking module of the ProVIEW system allows you to track the location of assets, count them, and record their status and attributes. This allows you to track asset maintenance history, or flag the asset when it’s time for repair or renewal.

- Track asset location and disposition
- Authenticate users and assign user roles
- Easily import list of assets and locations
- Set alarms or events for activity or maintenance
- Track and report asset history and management
  - Downloadable reports into .xls format or view in window
- Connect directly to PLCs
- Compatible with fixed or mobile readers
  - Client for mobile RFID Readers
- Enroll assets, take inventory or locate assets in the field and sync with main application
- Built on Microsoft technology for secure hosting locally on in the cloud
- Highly scalable application, expand for multi-site or multi-user capability

Looking for simplicity without all of the “bloatware”? Omni-ID’s Asset Tracking application is simple and configurable to your needs, regardless of the number of assets you are tracking or the locations (multi-site, unlimited assets & locations). We take the work out of the set-up process — Omni-ID’s professional services team along with our global network of partners and system integrators can easily integrate asset tracking into your existing systems and processes.
The ProVIEW Difference

What makes ProVIEW different than other Asset Tracking applications? It’s simple — Omni-ID’s Asset Tracking application allows you to not only track your assets but provides you with the reporting and documentation you require to maintain your assets as well as their records to ensure compliance.

Customize & Configure
• Fully configurable location and asset attributes
  – Nested parent-child relationships
• Easily adapted to your branding colors/schemes
• Easily set user roles and access
• Customization for your needs welcomed!

Scalable
• Scalable architecture (unlimited locations, assets, users)
• Import assets, set locations and connected devices
  – One location to multiple sites
• Move and copy definitions for easy setup
• Secure socket implementation

Mobility and Offline Mode
• Works offline — far from wifi coverage!
• Synchronize with Asset Track
• Commission and associate RFID tags
• Location ID
• Inventory workflow
• Systemization
• RFID locator function

Customize Reports and UI
• Export data to .xls to sort
• Utilize formatted reports such as assets by location or assets moved from one location to another
• Asset Tracking engine allows third party applications to display and draw data to display in your designated format

Find the one, count the many, measure the goal.
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